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ABSTRACT 
NASA plans to return back to the Moon for a long term presence and use the Moon as a 
launch station for further space exploration to other planets. This scenario increases the 
importance of determining the geotechnical properties of the lunar surface. However, due to the 
limited availability of lunar regolith and its high scientific value, a simulant material which 
closely matches the composition and grain size distribution and other characteristics of the lunar 
regolith has become an indispensable need to benefit in hardware development as well as 
estimating lunar regolith properties. Therefore, JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant, which was 
produced by Orbitec Company under the guidance of NASA, was provided for researchers to 
investigate soil parameters. Previous studies about JSC-1A utilized from conventional laboratory 
experiments. This thesis aims to examine the behavior of JSC-1A and auxiliary Ottawa sand 
against cone penetration testing (CPT). CPT is a fast and reliable method to characterize soil 
properties. Experimental work is augmented with numerical simulation to take advantage of 
powerful capabilities of discrete element method (DEM). Experimental work is mainly 
composed of two sets of tests. Firstly, CPT is conducted on JSC-1A in the field using a CPT 
truck and soil classification and internal friction angle analyses were estimated based on the test 
results. However, the limited data and high boundary effects on the container made a strong case 
to provide reliable reference for DEM simulations. Therefore, miniature CPT experiments were 
conducted for JSC-1A and Ottawa sand with distinctive densities using two size cylindrical 
containers. Ottawa sand which is a uniform silica sand is also included in the analysis to obtain 
supplementary data. Finally, DEM in 3D was used to model the response of two soils to cone 
penetration. Microscale changes such as contact force, displacement, velocity and stress variation 
of individual soil particles were monitored throughout the simulation process. In conclusion, 
CPT results show that each soil exhibits a characteristic response to cone penetration under 
xi 
  
different conditions. Its response is affected by various parameters such as soil density, boundary 
conditions, homogeneity, grain size and shape. It was found that boundary condition influence 
the results significantly. DEM results have a good agreement with laboratory experiments except 
the fluctuations in simulation data. The penetration of the cone produces a considerable variation 
in velocity and displacement field. Contact forces and deformation pattern of the granular 
material are mainly governed by the relative position of particles to the penetrometer. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Motivation 
The space exploration program has gained a great interest especially in the last century. 
Most of the exploration missions were performed to explore the Moon and Martian surfaces. 
NASA plans to return back to the Moon for a long-term presence. Therefore, comprehensive 
knowledge about the geotechnical behavior of the lunar regolith is required for the future 
exploration missions. However, available lunar regolith is very limited (~350 kg) and its 
scientific value is very high to be used by destructive laboratory tests.  Due to the insufficient 
quantity of lunar regolith, Johnson Space Center Number One (JSC-1) lunar simulant was 
developed under the guidance of NASA and was used in many scientific applications with a high 
demand. Then, Orbitec produced JSC-1A simulant to match the geotechnical properties of JSC-1 
simulant.  The mechanical properties of JSC-1A have been investigated by many researchers 
(i.e., Alshibli and Hasan 2009, Arslan 2010, Zeng et al. 2010). However, they determined the 
physical properties and strength parameters with conventional test methods which were 
conducted with limited sample size and on disturbed soil samples. Since sample preparation is 
accomplished through different methods in each experiment, it is expected to have variation in 
the sample fabric and inconsistency among laboratory test results. Moreover, conventional test 
techniques do not provide insight information about microscale interactions of individual soil 
elements during the deformation process. The effect of micromechanical parameters such as 
contact force and particle rotation on the macroscale response of granular materials can not be 
determined with laboratory experiments. Therefore, the cone penetration test (CPT) which is a 
fast, economical and reliable way to characterize sub-surface strata is selected as the testing 
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technique in this thesis. CPT data is interpreted to estimate the physical and strength properties 
of soil according to correlation charts and statistical models. However, in spite of the advantages 
of CPT, it does not provide the particle scale changes during penetration. Many researchers 
proposed various models to describe the relationship between penetrometer and soil particles, but 
none of these methods are universally acceptable. Consequently, laboratory experiments are 
simulated using Discrete Element Method (DEM) to investigate the micromechanical properties 
of soils when they are subjected to cone penetration. DEM considers the granular assembly as a 
collection of spherical particles to mimic the discrete nature of the soil which offers a better 
representation when compared to continuum approach. In summary, experiments provide a good 
reference for the calibration and validation of numerical simulations. Moreover, DEM allows 
identifying the effects of microscale interactions on the macro response of granular assembly.    
1.2. Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is to identify the influencing factors on the response of 
soil to cone penetration and to examine the micro scale interaction of JSC-1A lunar regolith 
simulant and Ottawa sand during the cone penetration using discrete element approach. 
Furthermore, laboratory experiment results are used to confirm the accuracy of the DEM 
simulations. The following parameters are investigated in the thesis: 
 The effect of the grain size on cone penetration resistance 
 The influence of boundary conditions on the behavior of granular materials. 
 The influence of cone and specimen size on the penetration resistance. 
 Assess the accuracy of DEM in predicting cone penetration resistance. 
 Develop a better understanding of the penetrometer-granular assembly interaction and 
deformation patterns of the system. 
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 Quantifying the micro-mechanical changes such as displacement, velocity, and stress 
components of individual particles during the advancement of cone penetration. 
1.3. Thesis Outline 
The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 presents the motivation of the study and 
the objectives and framework of the thesis. In order to understand the state of knowledge about 
the thesis subject, a brief literature review of DEM, CPT and JSC-1A are presented in Chapter 2.  
The literature review provides comprehensive information about the research topic and serves as 
a foundation for the following chapters. 
Chapter 3 presents general principles of the Particle Flow Code in Three Dimensions 
(PFC3D) program.  Basic features of the program such as simulation elements, boundaries of the 
system and physical laws used in computation are summarized in this chapter to get familiar with 
the concepts which are used throughout the thesis. Chapter 4 is composed of two main sections. 
In the first section, laboratory experiments and field tests are presented first. Then, the 
development of the DEM model is described as a step-by-step approach. The procedure includes 
the generation of particles, boundaries, and the application of cone penetration. Finally, 
calibration process is performed by comparing different particle configurations. 
 The analyses of the experimental work and DEM simulations are covered in Chapter 5. 
Influential factors in the variation of laboratory tests are determined based on the miniature CPT 
results. Simulation data is compared with the laboratory tests and the modeling capability of the 
DEM approach is discussed. Finally, micromechanical changes in the granular media are 
examined thanks to visualization power of DEM. The influence of cone penetration on the 
particulate system is investigated at the microscale in terms of deformation pattern, the variation 
in stress, and velocity components and displacement of individual particles.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Introduction 
This Chapter presents a brief review of DEM, CPT and JSC-1A. The applications and 
development of DEM is summarized explicitly from the articles, reports and journals, and  then 
is followed by the working mechanism and interpretation of CPT. Finally, general properties of 
JSC-1A are presented.  Details are given under each concept’s title. 
2.2. Discrete Element Method (DEM) 
The DEM is a numerical computational approach to model the interaction of individual 
particles in a particulate system. Continuum methods such as the finite elements and the finite 
differences methods treat material as an integrated element and ignore the movement of 
individual particles. Therefore, the disintegration and flow of soil particles can be best modeled 
using DEM approach rather than continuum theory (Wassgren et al., 2008). 
DEM was firstly proposed by Cundall in 1971 to model the failure of discrete rock 
blocks. Since the forces between granular particles cannot be measured with conventional test 
methods, DEM is the best approach to estimate the microscale interactions. A group of particles 
are generally represented by circular disks/spherical particles in 2D/3D space. Particle properties 
are assigned to the generated particles according to known real values. Then, DEM can be used 
to simulate conventional tests such as triaxial test or direct shear test for granular materials. 
Many measurements such as particle movement, contact forces, and contact points are acquired 
and evaluated during the simulation. First, the DEM models generally use circular/spherical 
modeling elements for simulations because computational capacity is limited. However, the 
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mechanical behavior of granular materials cannot be represented by circular shaped particles 
because of their enormous sliding and rolling tendency (Ting et al., 1995). 
Dantu (1957) and Wakabayashi (1957) proposed a testing technique for the collection of 
disks to calculate contact forces directly between particles. Deresiewicz (1958) introduced an 
analytical model for cubic arrays of spheres of uniform size. However, this approach is limited in 
some aspects: cubical arrays, uniform sphere size and restricted loading sequence. A numerical 
model was developed by Serrano and Rodriguez-Ortiz (1973) and Rodriguez-Ortiz (1974) to 
analyze collection of disks and spheres. Movement and contact force computations for 
equilibrium conditions were performed by assuming that incremental particle center 
displacements are used to calculate the change in contact forces. Because of the limited 
computational power, the method can only be applied to solve a relatively small number of 
particles. Moreover, when contact is broken or made, contact stiffness matrix needs to be 
regenerated which results in a time-consuming process. 
Many researchers took advantage of DEM simulations to confirm experimental data (e.g., 
Ting et al. 1988, 1989; Ng and Dobry 1992, 1994; Thornton 2000; Lanier et al. 2000; Masson 
and Martinez 2001; Potyondy et al. 2004; O’Sullivan et al. 2004, 2006; Cui et al. 2007). Ting 
(1989) validated a two-dimensional disk-based DEM program (DISC) through numerical 
modeling of conventional soil laboratory tests including direct shear, triaxial test and 1D 
compression test. Simulation results showed that if the rotational resistance is introduced for 
individual particle, realistic stress history-dependent soil behavior can be simulated with the help 
of his 2D DEM. Large scale geotechnical problems were modeled in a reduced scale with 
centrifuge scaling principle in order to decrease particle number. Simulation results indicate that 
DEM is a powerful numerical method to model geotechnical problems. 
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Masson and Martinez (2001) modeled the direct shear test of granular material in 2D 
using DEM. Numerical results showed a good agreement with the macroscale shear behavior of 
granular materials. Micro analysis of shearing process was investigated according to simulation 
results. The change of particle to particle contact and contact force orientations were examined to 
observe the effects of shearing process. A strong correlation was found between microscale and 
macroscale of granular media. 
Thornton (2000) performed axisymmetric compression test simulations in loose and 
dense conditions. Stress-strain and dilatation behavior of numerical model showed an excellent 
agreement with laboratory experimental results. Microscale responses of the granular media such 
as average coordination number and the percentage of sliding contacts were investigated thanks 
to the advantages of numerical modeling. 
O’Sullivan (2004) discussed the response of granular material in triaxial and plain strain 
compression tests on steel spheres with face-centered cubic and rhombic packing and compared 
them with DEM simulations. A variation in real sand packing configuration was eliminated with 
idealized spheres. The simulation capability of DEM to model the response of granular material 
was questioned in comparison with experimental data. Laboratory response was clearly observed 
in the model results if the particle configuration, particle sizes and boundary conditions are 
accurately identified. DEM simulations proved the correlation between strength and coordination 
number.  
Cui (2007) analyzed the micro-scale behavior of idealized granular materials in a triaxial 
test simulation test. Stresses, contact force distribution, fabric evaluation, local strain distribution 
and particle rotation were investigated using DEM. He found that axisymmetric problems cannot 
be modeled accurately with a system of circumferential rigid walls. 
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DEM was also used in various applications such as fracture and soil crushing (e.g., 
McDowell and Harireche, 2002; Chang et al., 2003). McDowell and Harireche (2002) modeled 
the fracture of soil grains using DEM. Soil particles were compressed between flat platens to 
observe the correct size effect on strength. Chang et al. (2003) discussed the numerical modeling 
of crushable soil and comparison with the experimental data. Crushing of agglomerates and 
triaxial test in different stress paths on a cubical sample were simulated using DEM. In order to 
explore the strength, dilatancy and critical state of soil, soil grain is generated as agglomerate by 
bonding spherical elements in DEM.  
Many researchers have used DEM to better understand and characterize microscale 
deformation mechanism in granular materials (e.g., Iwashita and Oda, 1998; Kuhn, 1999; Oda 
and Iwashita, 2000). Kuhn (1999) investigated microscale deformation in DEM simulation of a 
large 2D assembly of disks under biaxial compression. He found a direct correlation between 
local void shape and dilation which explains the transition from compressive to dilative behavior. 
He defined prominent deformation structures (microbands) as thin trending bands of void cells 
within which slip deformation was most dense. Microchains do not have a direct relation with 
chains of most heavily loaded particles. Most rapid rotations were detected within and near the 
microbands. This study characterized the microscale deformation of granular assembly with 
microbands. 
Oda and Iwashita (1998) proposed a Modified DEM (MDEM) which considers resistance 
against rolling at contacts with focusing on the development of micro-structure within shear 
bands. The following additions are applied in MDEM: elastic spring to provide resistance against 
rolling, dash pot to supply rotational resistance, no-tension point to eliminate any interaction if 
particles move away from each other, and slider to enable free axial movement and free rotation. 
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The model prevented the drawbacks of DEM which fails to simulate the particle rotation taking 
place during shear. 
Oda and Iwashita (2000) studied the micro-mechanical behavior of granular media during 
deformation using DEM simulations and laboratory tests. They noticed the deformation of 
column-like structures which grow parallel to the major principal stress direction during 
hardening process. After failure, these formations result in large void ratio changes in shear 
band. Couple stresses are detected in shear band zone, but the symmetric structure of stress 
tensor was not affected due to small magnitude of couple stress. Couple stresses play an 
important role in shear bands in spite of their low values.  
Researchers also utilized DEM to identify the sliding and rotation behavior of granular 
materials (e.g., Bardet 1994; Oda et al. 1997). Bardet (1994) examined the effects of particle 
rotation on the behavior of granular media by taking advantage of DEM simulations. He 
identified that particle rotation has little influence on elastic properties, but it has a significant 
effect on shear strength. He found that the overall peak and residual friction angles become 
larger than interparticle friction angle if particle rotations are inhibited.  
Oda (1997) examined the influence of particle rotation on the dilatancy and failure of 
granular media. He discussed the drawback of free rotation model in DEM and concluded that an 
improved method which takes into account the resistance against rolling was able to simulate 
real microstructural behavior. Iwashita and Oda (2000) explained the micro-deformation 
mechanism which results in the development of shear band. They added rolling resistance to 
contact points in conventional DEM to improve simulation capability of the method. This 
slightly modified version was called MDEM and it was capable of generating large voids inside 
a shear band and the high gradient of particle rotation along the shear band boundaries, which 
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have a good agreement with the real behavior of granular soils. They observed column like 
structures during the hardening process and its collapse in softening process in DEM simulations. 
Sawada (1994) investigated the effect of anisotropy and particle shape on the behavior of 
granular media using DEM. Plane strain compression test was modeled using oval elements with 
different flatness ratios. He concluded that oval elements could not simulate the natural soil 
behavior with a good consistency. Thomas and Bray (1999) introduced a new particle type which 
is called as disk clusters. In order to eliminate excessive rolling of circular elements, disk cluster 
is composed of a group of circular disks which are connected to each other to generate an 
irregular particle shape. This approach enables generating particles with irregular shapes which 
represent the real shape of particles more closely. A single disk cluster, biaxial shear and anchor 
pullout simulations were performed to validate the applicability of the disk clusters in the field. 
These simulation results show that disk cluster theory can fairly mimic the response of granular 
assemblies due to their rotational resistance, irregular shapes and easy computation advantages. 
O’Sullivan et al. (2002) analyzed the accuracy of the DEM approach by performing tests 
on rod assemblies in 2D. The effect of particle shape and friction are investigated through DEM 
simulations and laboratory tests. Changes in rod geometry influence the response of the 
hexagonally packed rod assemblies. An increase in the standard deviation of rod size and the 
distribution of surface friction results in a decrease in the strength of the assembly. Combination 
of laboratory test and numerical simulations allows exploring the microscale response of 
granular materials. 
DEM approach was also used to simulate cone penetration testing (e.g., Butlanska et al., 
2009; Jiang et al., 2006). Butlanska et al. (2009) modeled the cone penetration in Ticina sand in a 
calibration chamber. Calibration of the numerical model was achieved through laboratory test 
results. Homogeneity and symmetry in the specimen were examined by observing the network of 
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the contact forces visually and measuring the porosity, d50 and Cu distributions inside the 
sample. Jiang et al. (2006) investigated the effects of soil-penetrometer interface friction on the 
modeling of cone penetration. 2D DEM simulations showed that cone penetration causes 
significant changes on the granular assembly. Moreover, soil-penetrometer interface friction 
influences the response of the soil considerably. 
2.3. Cone Penetration Testing (CPT) 
CPT is widely used as an in situ versatile sounding method to explore sub-surface soil 
conditions and estimate geotechnical parameters of soils at a particular site. Since it is a robust 
and reliable method, it has become one of the most popular in situ tools for stratigraphic 
determination, characterization of soil properties, and site investigation in the last century. 
Example soil classification charts based on the cone tip resistance and friction ratio are showed 
in Figure 2.1. Soil properties such as shear strength, permeability, in situ stresses, and 
compressibility can be computed with the help of CPT data (Alshibli et al., 2008). CPT results 
provide a helpful guidance for the geotechnical design. CPT is an efficient and simple way to 
obtain the sequence and mechanical properties of subsurface soil. It has many advantages 
compared to other sub-surface exploration methods. It permits taking nearly continuous 
measurement of penetration resistance. Moreover, CPT results are repeatable without significant 
deviation. Besides the fact that this method is very economical, it is also an environmental 
friendly procedure (Lunne et al. 1997). 
CPT is performed by pushing a cylindrical penetrometer with a conical tip into the 
ground at a constant penetration rate. Cone resistance is followed through recording the force 
acting on the cone tip and frictional resistance on sleeve. Example details of the cone geometry  
are depicted in Figure 2.2. These measurements are used to define two main parameters in CPT: 
cone resistance and sleeve friction. The cone tip resistance (qc) is calculated by dividing the total 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Eslami and Fellenius classification chart (Eslami and Fellenius, 1997), (b) 
Douglas and Olsen classification chart (Douglas and Olsen, 1981).                                                                                                                                                                
force acting on the cone by its projected area. Sleeve friction (fc) is equal to the force acting on 
the sleeve divided by its surface area. These two parameters and their ratio are mainly used to 
identify sub-surface soil profile. Geotechnical parameters are calculated through interpretation of 
these results (Das, 2010). Some modern CPT cones are also composed of water pressure 
transducers to obtain porewater pressure measurements. They are collected three possible 
locations: at the cone, behind the cone and behind the sleeve. 
The first penetrometer which is called the Dutch Penetrometer was used in 1932 by 
Barentsen. In the first design, a steel rod that moves up and down was placed inside a gas pipe. 
Several modifications were applied to the first penetrometer to improve its capabilit ies. Adding 
friction sleeve to measure friction and cone resistance at the same time was first introduced by 
Begeman (1953). He also proposed the use of the friction ratio (sleeve friction/cone resistance) 
in order to characterize soil layers. The first hydraulic cone was developed in 1966 and static- 
 
 
 
                                           (a)                                                                                      (b) 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of a Piezocone (Davies and Campanella, 1995). 
dynamic penetrometer was developed by Centre Experimental du Batiment et des Travaux 
Publics (CEBTP) in France. Since mechanical penetrometers are very economical, they are still 
used in many geotechnical applications. Finally, electronic penetrometer which transfers the 
measured load signal to the ground surface through cables was developed in Berlin during the 
Second World War. It provides nearly continuous, reliable and sensitive penetration data without 
moving the other parts of penetrometer. It has become the most commonly used CPT for soil 
exploration due to these advantages over older versions (Lunne, 1997). 
2.4. Johnson Space Center Number One (JSC-1A) 
NASA plans to return back to the Moon in near future to use the Moon as a Launch 
station for further space exploration. This plan has increased the interest in conducting 
investigations about the geotechnical properties of the lunar regolith.  Many problems were 
encountered during the performed Apollo missions. Therefore, the surface systems that will be 
used in future missions have to be tested with a material similar to the lunar regolith to eliminate 
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possible problems (NASA, 2005). Consequently, lunar regolith has become an indispensable 
material for space exploration and in order to estimate the engineering behavior of lunar regolith. 
 Lunar simulant was described as “any material manufactured from natural or synthetic terrestrial 
or meteoritic components for the purpose of simulating one or more physical and/or chemical 
properties of a lunar rock or soil” (LPI Technical Report 91-01). Therefore, Orbitec Company 
was tasked by NASA in 2005 to produce JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant to help future 
exploration program of the lunar surface. JSC-1A was produced to match the composition and 
grain size distribution of previously generated JSC-1 lunar regolith simulant. It was mined from 
a volcanic cinder cone on the South flank of the Merriam Crater near Flagstaff, Arizona which is 
located in the San Francisco volcano field. Milling and sieving processes are used to get the 
desired grain size distribution. Mined volcanic ash has basaltic composition.  (Orbitec, 2007). 
Particle size distribution of JSC-1A is depicted in Figure 2.3 which shows that 99% of the 
particles are smaller than 1 mm and around 50% of the particles are finer than 0.075 mm.  
Figure 2.3. Grain size distribution of lunar regolith brought by Apollo missions and JSC-1A 
(Alshibli and Hasan, 2009). 
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Therefore, JSC-1A is classified as fined grained soil according to the Unified Soil Classification 
System (USCS). Sieve analysis results of simulant lies within the narrow band of samples 
obtained during the Apollo missions. Referring to Figure 2.4, the shapes of individual JSC-1A 
soil particles are classified as subangular to angular shape based on the Powers chart (Alshibli 
and Hasan, 2009). 
 
     
(a) 500x magnification                                           (b) 1000x magnification 
 
      
 (c) 2000x magnification   (d) 3000x magnification     
 
 
Figure 2.4. SEM images of JSC-1A particles at different magnification levels (Alshibli and 
Hasan, 2009). 
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The elongated morphology and narrow sharp corners of the surface of the particles can be 
seen visually from the Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. These images have a good 
match to Table 2.1 which describes the general properties of particle shape of lunar regolith. The 
specific gravity Gs of the JSC-1A was calculated as 2.92 according to ASTM-D854 (Alshibli and 
Hasan, 2009). Heiken et al. (1991) reported the Gs value of lunar regolith in the range of 2.9-3.2. 
Therefore, simulant matches the estimated Gs value of the lunar regolith.  
The index density of JSC-1A has a range from 1.556 g/cm
3 
to 2.016 g/cm
3
, respectively 
(Alshibli and Hasan, 2009). A comparison of physical properties between JSC-1A and lunar 
regolith is listed in Table 2.2. It can be notice that the geotechnical properties of simulant 
material are similar to the typical average values of lunar regolith. These soil parameters are used 
as the reference while assigning the geotechnical properties of soil particle in the simulation 
which is presented in Chapter 4. 
 
Table 2.1. Particle shape analysis of lunar regolith (Heiken et al, 1991) 
Parameter 
Average 
value 
Description References 
Elongation 1.35 Somewhat elongated Heywood (1971);  
Mahmood et al. (1974b) 
 
Aspect ratio 0.55 Slightly-to-medium 
elongated 
Gorz et al. (1971,1072) 
Roundness 
 
         Silhoutte 0.21 Subangular Mahmood et al. (1974b) 
       Direct light 0.22 Angular 
 Volume Coefficient 0.3 Elongated Heywood (1971);  
Specific surface area 0.5 m
2
/g Irregular, reentrant Cadenhead et al. (1977) 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of the physical properties of lunar regolith and JSC-1A. 
Typical average values of lunar regolith 
Reference Depth 
range 
Bulk density Average porosity Friction angle 
(cm) ( g/cm
3
) ( %) ( degrees) 
0-15 1.45 - 1.55 
52±2 41-43 
Lunar regolith 
( Heiken et al., 1991) 
0-30 1.53 - 1.63 49±2 44-47 
30-60 1.69 - 1.79 
44±2 52-55 
0-60 1.6 - 2.1 46±2 48-51 
---- 1.556 - 2.016 39±8 40-62 
JSC-1A  
(Alshibli and Hasan, 
2009) 
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CHAPTER 3 
PARTICLE FLOW CODE IN THREE DIMENSIONS (PFC3D) 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter explains the general properties of the PFC3D. Basic principles of the 
software such as particles, boundaries, simulation approach are described in detail. Then, basic 
working principle and dynamic processing theory are covered for a better understanding of the 
logic of the program. Lastly, the application of force-displacement and motion laws that are used 
to determine contact forces and particle movement are presented. 
3.2. Particle Flow Code in Three Dimensions (PFC3D) 
Particle Flow Code in Three Dimensions (PFC3D) was used in this thesis to simulate the 
behavior of granular particles subjected to cone penetration. In this Section, PFC3D is discussed 
to understand its general principles. It is a commercial DEM software program which is used to 
simulate the mechanical behavior of granular materials. The movement and interaction of 
assemblies of spherical elements are modeled based on DEM. It allows rotation and 
displacement of a collection of particles and identifies new contact while running a dynamic 
process (Itasca, 1999). It is a powerful numerical tool to simulate complex behavior of granular 
media. PFC3D enables creating spherical particles and wall elements and subjects them to 
various loading conditions. Then, their response is observed. Also, it can be also used to 
investigate cracking mechanism in solid structures such as fracture and dynamic breakage 
(Itasca, 1999). 
PFC3D models the behavior of spherical particles benefiting from the theory of DEM 
that was proposed by Cundall and Strack (1979). The original model used particle model and 
continuum method to determine the movement and interaction of granular media. However, 
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difficulties in the estimating the constitutive laws from laboratory test results and advances in 
computational power resulted in changes in this approach. Constitutive behavior is added into 
algorithm and PFC3D was developed as a different approach to simulate the complex behavior 
of a collection of spherical particles (Itasca, 1999). 
Granular materials are generally represented with spherical rigid elements in PFC3D.  
Arbitrary shapes can be generated by combining two or more spherical particles together. These 
particles are defined as clump and they act as a rigid single object. It also allows the generation 
of brittle solid elements which are composed of particles bonded to their neighbors. Solid 
particles will fracture when the bonds are broken due to applied forces. PFC3D is considered as 
the limited version of DEM in terms of particle shape because polygonal shaped particles can be 
defined in DEM (Itasca, 1999). 
PFC3D is a very advantageous DEM analysis method in many aspects. It is easy to detect 
contact points in spherical particles. Moreover, it does not limit displacement and permits 
modeling crushing behavior using bonded particles. PFC3D has also some limitations. Assigning 
the geometry and properties of analysis are not easy tasks. Furthermore, it is not possible to 
generate a compacted state with a desired void ratio. Defining boundary conditions is more 
difficult than continuum approach. Lastly, validating laboratory tests with numerical model is a 
difficult procedure because micro-scale properties generally do not provide the macro-scale 
behavior of the material numerically. In spite of its shortcomings, PFC3D is very suitable in 
modeling the mechanics of granular materials (Itasca, 1999). 
 Granular media is idealized by a collection of spherical elements in PFC3D to model the 
mechanical behavior of an assembly. A soft-contact approach is applied at contact points. 
Particles in the granular media are considered as rigid elements in the code. This assumption 
does not affect the accuracy of the model because the mechanical behavior of granular 
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assemblies is mainly governed by the sliding and rotation behavior of particles not by the 
deformation of individual elements. Particles overlap with their neighbors that distance is 
proportional to contact force. The magnitude of overlapping is governed by the force-
displacement law. The motion of an individual particle is calculated by adding all contact forces 
acting on it. The movement of the particle caused by the forces acting on it is determined by 
Newton’s law of motion. Particle movement and contact forces are the two main factors in 
characterizing the response of the granular media (Cundall, 1979).  
Three main contact models are commonly used to represent the contact behavior on 
granular materials: contact-stiffness model, slip and separation model, and bonding model. 
Applied contact forces cause a motion on the particle. This displacement is evaluated according 
to the normal and contact stiffness values of the element. An elastic relationship between the 
contact force and relative displacement is used in this computation (Itasca, 1999). 
 The slip and separation model provides the sliding and disintegration features for 
contacting spheres. They can slide over each other during the flow of granular media. Moreover, 
any tensile force leads to separation of particles at contact points. Bonding model is composed of 
contact bond and parallel bond that are used to model cohesive behavior and cementation in 
granular materials. The adhesive behavior is effective at extremely small area of contact points. 
If the tensile contact force surpasses the bond strength, contact bond is broken. In addition, 
contact bond permits the rotation due to the moment forces (Itasca, 1999). 
3.2.1. Basic Working Principle 
 The main interest of the DEM simulation is the behavior of individual particles and their 
interactions. Dynamic process is defined as particle motion and interaction which stem from the 
disturbance on the granular media. The movement of wall and/or particles and body forces 
causes the disintegration and flow of particles. The state of equilibrium in the system is satisfied 
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when all internal forces that act at the contact points are in balance. The main parameters of the 
DEM modeling are contact forces and displacement of particles that are generated as a result of 
applied loads on the system (Itasca, 1999). 
 Assigned wall velocities and particle motion and/or body forces lead to the physical 
changes on the system. The progression rate of the disturbance is based on the physical 
properties of the system. In order to calculate contact forces and displacement in a dynamic 
process, particle motions are followed with a numerical approach. An explicit time stepping 
technique is used to simulate the dynamic response and this method is similar to the explicit 
finite difference method which is used in continuum approach. It has many advantages such as it 
permits modeling the nonlinear behavior of a collection of particles and does not need high 
computational power. Dynamic process should be modeled with a time step which should be 
small enough to transfer interactions only to its neighbors. This small propagation technique 
yields the calculation of forces on any particle by separating the effects of its contacts. Therefore, 
time step must be determined according to this criterion (Itasca, 1999). 
Figure 3.1. Calculation Cycle in PFC3D (Itasca, 1999). 
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3.2.2. Calculation Cycle 
Calculation cycle is defined as the implementation of the governing physical laws of the 
code according to the time stepping theory. Referring to Figure 3.1, calculation cycle is 
composed of the application of the law of motion, force displacement law, and wall position 
update during a dynamic process simulation. Contact which exist between a particle and particle 
or a particle and a wall are redefined during the execution of calculation cycle. Time stepping 
algorithm repeats the same calculation procedure at every step (Itasca, 1999). 
Firstly, contacts are found from the initial position of the particle and wall elements. 
Contact forces which are applied by the relative displacement of the in contact particles are 
identified and updated with force displacement law. Updated contact forces exert loads and 
moments on the granular assembly in different directions and magnitudes. Then, the movements 
of the particles under these conditions are calculated according to Newton’s law of motion. The 
positions of wall elements are updated according to their assigned velocity values. Since the 
inputs of the governing equations are constant and different, the applications of these laws are 
conducted in parallel. This repeating process is the basic explanation of the working mechanism 
of DEM in PFC3D (Itasca, 1999). 
3.2.3. Force Displacement and Motion Laws 
The contact force between two contacting particles is determined through the application 
of the force displacement law. This theory computes the contact forces based on the movement 
of the particles relative to each other. The contact force is calculated in ball-wall interactions and 
ball-ball contacts. The contact force is described in terms of normal and shear components. An 
illustration of the contact theory between two neighboring particles is showed in Figure 3.2. The 
unit normal vector ni and contact point xi are the two main variables which are evaluated during 
the application of force displacement law which governs the relationship between the contact  
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forces and relative motion in normal and shear directions separately. According to the soft 
contact approach, particles are considered as in contact if one particle overlaps with its neighbor. 
However, overlapping is vanishingly small compared to the particle radius. Referring to Figure 
3.2, the overlapping distance between two balls is calculated as: 
                                                     (3.1) 
where R
[A]
 and R
[B]
 are the radii of the spheres and d is the distance between two ball centers. 
The length of the overlapping is directly proportional to the contact force between two elements. 
The contact plane between intersection balls is found thanks to normal vector. The unit normal 
vector is calculated as; 
                             (3.2) 
Figure 3.2. Ball-to-ball contact (Itasca, 1999). 
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where xi
[A] and xi
[B] are the position vectors of the balls A and B. Contact point is set  inside the 
overlapping zone in the ball to ball contact. The position of the contact point is determined as: 
                                                                    (3.3) 
The magnitude of distance (d) which is extended from one ball center to another by following the 
shortest path is computed as: 
                                                       (3.4) 
 Secondly, the theory used to determine the contact force in the ball-wall interaction as 
illustrated in Figure 3.3. The direction of the normal vector ni is found with a different way 
compared to ball-ball contact. In this configuration, the center of the ball is projected onto the 
active side of the wall element. Therefore, two line elements AB and BC are obtained in 2D 
space (Figure 3.4). Firstly, five sections are generated with drawing straight lines from the 
corners of lines. If the ball is positioned in sections 3, 4 or 5 of Figure 3.4, the direction of the 
normal vector is determined by connecting the end point of the related section to the center of the 
particle (ni
(3)
, ni
(4)
, ni
(5)
 vectors in Figure 3.4). On the other hand, if the ball is located in regions 2 
or 4, it means that the length of the contact is equal to the intersection zone between ball and 
wall. 
Then, vectors ni
(2)
 and ni
(4)
 which are perpendicular to the center of lines are assigned as 
the normal vector for the contact. The overlapping distance between ball and wall element is 
calculated as: 
                                                       (3.5) 
                                       (3.6) 
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The two contact force components are defined in the contact plane: normal and shear 
contact forces which are defined in the normal and tangential directions, respectively. The 
relationship between contact force and components is expressed as: 
                                     (3.7)  
Where Fi is the contact force, Fi
n
 and Fi
s
 are the normal and shear component of the contact 
force, respectively. Since force is evaluated based on the total displacement in normal direction, 
normal contact force is calculated during each time step directly. The formula is written as: 
                                (3.8) 
Where K
n
 represents the contact normal stiffness and is a second modulus. On the other hand, 
contact shear stiffness provides a connection between force and incremental movement.  
Figure 3.3. Ball-to-wall contact (Itasca, 1999). 
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Therefore, shear force computation is performed incrementally. Shear load is assigned as zero at 
the beginning of a new detected contact. Then, each increment in tangential motion causes an 
increase in the shear force. Moreover, the change in contact parameters due to the displacement 
of contact point should be taken into account in the computation process.  
Force displacement law determined the contact forces originated from the relative 
displacement of two interacting particles, then, calculated forces that act on the particle result in 
a motion in each individual particle. The relationship between the applied force and particle 
motion is computed by the application of the law of motion (Newton’s second law). Rotational 
and translational movements are the two basic motion behavior of a spherical particle. Position, 
velocity and acceleration are the main parameters used in translational motion description. The 
calculation of translation motion can be expressed as: 
Figure 3.4. Normal direction for ball and wall contact (Itasca, 1999). 
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                                                                          (3.9) 
where Fi is the total force acting on the particle,  is the acceleration of particle and gi is the 
gravity force. On the other hand, rotation of the particle is calculated according to a local 
coordinate system which is positioned at the center of the mass of the particle. The formula used 
in the computation of rotational movement in vector notation is expressed as:   
                               (3.10) 
Where Mi is the applied moment due to forces and Hi is the angular momentum. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND CPT SIMULATIONS 
4.1. Introduction 
This Chapter presents a detailed description of the experimental work and the procedure 
followed in CPT simulation process. Firstly, experimental work which was performed in the 
field and in the laboratory are presented. Then, the development of the CPT simulation in a 
collection of granular particles is explained step-by-step with the objective of calibrating the 
DEM model. 
4.2. Experimental Work 
Experimental work is mainly composed of two parts. Firstly, CPT was conducted on 
JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant using a CPT truck. Then, soil classification and effective stress 
parameters are estimated according to the CPT results. In the second part, miniature CPT 
experiments were conducted using an axial compression machine in the laboratory and the 
results are discussed in Chapter 5.  
4.2.1. CPT Experiments on JSC-1A  
 The CPT experiments of JSC-1A were conducted at the Materials Laboratory of 
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LA-DOTD) using a 20-ton cone 
truck (Figure 4.1). Due to the limited quantity of the lunar regolith simulant sample, a 910 mm 
height cylindrical container with an inner diameter of 138.4 mm was fabricated as a holder for 
the specimen. The top and bottom parts of the cylindrical container were designed to eliminate 
air leakage because compressed air or vacuum processes were chosen as two alternatives to 
apply pore air pressure to the cylindrical specimen. These two methods were preferred to prepare 
loose and dense packings of JSC-1A. A variety of pressure values which include atmospheric, 25 
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kPa, 50 kPa, 75 kPa, and 100 kPa were initially planned to apply on the specimen during the 
CPT experiments. Pressure was supplied with the help of air compressor or vacuum pump. When 
the truck was setup by LA-DODT engineers, the cylindrical container was placed under the 
middle part of the truck (Figure 4.2). 
 The cone was lowered through a small hole with o-ring seal to eliminate air leakage 
between the outside and the cylinder. However, this installation process was very difficult to 
perform. It was challenging to align the cone vertically through a small hole. Therefore, the 
friction between the cone and metallic ring caused some difficulties during the testing. The first 
test was conducted under atmospheric pressure condition. Various pressures conditions such as 
atmospheric, -25 kPa (vacuum), and air compression were applied to loose and dense soil 
conditions. Table 4.1 shows the details of the experiments. Test results were surprising where the  
 
 
Figure 4.1. CPT truck at the Materials laboratory area of LA-DOTD. 
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Figure 4.2. Photo of the cylindrical container during a CPT test. 
cone resistance reached the weight of the truck during atmospheric and 25 kPa pressure cases. 
Therefore, the tests were terminated when the reaction reached its maximum capacity. On the 
other hand, no resistance was observed when -25 kPa vacuum was applied using vacuum pump. 
Finally, during the second -25 KPa vacuum test, the cylindrical container was broken due to 
friction between the cone and metal ring. The results are depicted in Figure 4.3. 
Table 4.1. Summary of field CPT experiments on JSC-1A. 
Experiment 
Soil height before 
penetration (mm) 
Soil height after  
penetration (mm) 
Dry 
Density 
(g/cm
3
) 
Pressure Source 
Moon1 726.4 not recorded 1.78 Atmospheric 
Moon2 706.1 not recorded 1.78 Atmospheric 
Moon3 709.9 571.5 1.78 +25 kPa  
Moon4 769.6 670.5 1.75 -25 kPa  
Moon5 607.1 Broken 1.75 -25 kPa  
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                (a) Tip resistance (qt)                               (b) Sleeve friction (fs)                              (c) Friction ratio (fs/qt) 
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4.2.2. Interpretation of the CPT Data of JSC-1A 
4.2.2.1. Soil Classification Using CPT 
CPT is an excellent method to classify subsurface soil profiles and to identify the boundaries 
between soil layers. Repeating the test at least two times and taking continuous readings provide 
more reliable results. Soil classification is generally evaluated based on the tip resistance, sleeve 
friction, and pore pressure readings. Due to the distinctive responses of soils around the sleeve and 
tip zones, friction ratio which is described as the ratio of sleeve friction to the tip resistance is used 
as a parameter in the interpretation of CPT sounding.  
More than 25 soil classification techniques based on CPT data have been proposed by 
researchers such as Begemann (1965), Schmertmann (1978a), and Robertson (1990). Since all test 
are conducted on dry samples, classification charts which use pore water pressure measurement is 
ignored in this analysis. Therefore, Douglas and Olsen (1981) and Eslami and Fellenius (1997) 
charts that estimate the soil type based on the cone resistance, sleeve friction, and friction ratio are 
used in the classification. CPT results are plotted in two different graphs according to the defined 
parameters in the methods (Figure 4.4). Douglas and Olsen (1981) designed their chart according to 
the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). JSC-1A is classified as silty sand (SM) and poorly 
graded sand (SP) range and also some portion of the curve lies in inorganic silts and very fine sands 
(ML) zone. Moreover, most of the CPT data shows that JSC-1A is classified as sandy silt and silty 
sand according to Eslami and Fellenius (1997) classification chart. In addition, Lambe and Whitman 
(1969) classified the lunar regolith as well-graded silty sand to sandy silt (SW-SM to ML) based on 
USCS. Therefore, soil classification of the JSC-1A with regard to CPT data provides a good match 
with the lunar regolith. 
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   (a)       (b) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Soil classification based on CPT data according to (b) Douglas and Olsen classification 
chart (1981) and (c) Eslami and Fellenius classification chart (1997). 
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4.2.2.2. Friction Angle Calculation Using CPT 
The effective friction angle ( ) is the slope of the Mohr Coulomb failure envelope which is 
generally used to define the strength of granular materials. Many techniques are proposed to 
correlate the CPT data with . The modified bearing capacity theory is the most commonly applied 
technique to determinate  based on CPT data. It was enriched with the CPT results of five sands 
obtained from the calibration chamber tests by Robertson and Campanella (1983). Then, Kulhway 
and Mayne (1990) proposed a new model based on the calibration chamber tests of 24 sands.  The 
tip resistance is adjusted by considering the ratio of the chamber-to-the cone diameter in this 
approach. Since this method took into account boundary effects,  are calculated based on this 
approach. The model to determine  is expressed as:  
                                                                                       (3.1)  
                                                                                       (3.2) 
where qt is the tip resistance,  is the effective overburden stress, σatm is the atmospheric 
pressure.  was calculated for the entire depth using Equation 3.1. The results are presented in 
Figure 4.5 which shows that  has a good agreement with  values of lunar soil that are reported 
in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2. 
4.2.3. Miniature CPT 
Since CPT tests for JSC-1A was conducted in a 138.4 mm diameter cylindrical container 
due to limited quantity of the specimen, the reliability of the test results might be questioned in 
many aspects such as the high cone diameter-to-container diameter ratio, boundary effects, possible 
friction between top endplate and cone, and limited number of collected data. Therefore, CPT data 
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Figure 4.5. Friction angle variation of JSC-1A versus depth.
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of the JSC-1A cannot be considered as a reliable or representative of the response of lunar 
regolith simulant without further verification. In order to eliminate these doubts, supporting CPT 
experiments were conducted in the laboratory.  In addition, it is also required to obtain 
complimentary data to provide supplementary calibration measurements for the DEM 
simulations. 
The laboratory environment provides many advantages compared to field conditions. 
Test parameters are more controllable while applying alterations and repeating the same sample 
conditions. Furthermore, a series of identical or different tests may be performed to observe the 
repeatability of the response of the granular assembly. Consequently, in order to utilize such 
benefits, JSC-1A and Ottawa sand were subjected to multiple CPT applications in the laboratory. 
Firstly, miniature CPT was conducted on Ottawa sand. It has great advantages over JSC-1A 
simulant. Ottawa sand particles with size portion between sieves #40 and #50 are collected and 
used in the experiments. In other words, uniformly distributed coarse grained sand particles are 
obtained by sieving Ottawa sand. Moreover, the spherical to ellipsoidal shapes of the particles do 
not change significantly throughout the sample. Therefore, the similar shape of particles 
minimizes the possibility of non-uniform density distribution within the specimen. 
4.2.3.1. Miniature CPT Sample Preparation 
Miniature CPT tests were conducted on cylindrical containers whose diameters are 25.4 
mm and 40.5 mm, respectively, and a height of 101.6 mm in both cases. The experimental setup 
of miniature CPT is depicted in Figure 4.6. The sample preparation is the most challenging task 
of the experiment. Tests were conducted on loose and dense soil conditions to identify the effect 
of void ratio on cone penetration. Since a small variation in sample preparation results in macro 
changes in the density distribution as well as on the response of the granular assembly, every 
step has to be operated carefully. Loose specimens were prepared by pouring a prescribed
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Figure 4.6. Experimental setup with small container and larger container. 
 
amount of sand particles from a specific height through a funnel. The container was subjected to 
vibration process until the top level of the sand drops to a predetermined level which is 
calculated according to the desired density. It was observed that the penetration resistance 
decreases drastically for high void ratios and no resistance was detected at low density levels. 
Therefore, loose density level is determined based on this criterion. It is easy to repeat the same 
density in loose case. However, dense condition preparation needs more attention to achieve 
specimen uniformity. For the dense case, the sample was poured into container in three steps and 
compacted with a metal cylinder 25 times similar to the Standard Proctor Compaction Test. This 
strategy is chosen to obtain uniform compaction along the entire length. It should be noted that 
density of the sand should be constant at the same value in each repeated test. Otherwise, the 
density variation will greatly influences the result of CPT even for the same soil type. After 
preparing sample at the desired void ratio, it was subjected to penetration process without 
applying any alteration on it. The same test procedure was adopted for both JSC-1A and Ottawa 
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sand. Nevertheless, contrasting loose and dense density values are examined for the two soils 
because of the distinction in particle size. JSC-1A is composed of well graded very fine particles 
which have a size range between 2 mm to 0.01 mm. Therefore, it was very challenging to 
achieve uniform density and similar granular fabric in the same test. This results in a small 
variation in the CPT results of JSC-1A.  
4.2.3.2. Miniature CPT Tests 
When the sample was prepared at the desired density and height, it was placed in the 
axial compression machine (GeoJac). Then, the cone was lowered until its tip touches the sample 
surface. The cone which has a diameter of 3.125 mm penetrated the specimen at the rate of 10.16 
mm per minute. The cone was connected to GeoJac through a load cell which measures the 
penetration resistance. The displacement was recorded using a Linear Variable Differential 
Transformer (LVDT). The same experimental setup and configuration were used in all 
experiments.  In order to obtain appropriate loose condition, various density cases were tried and 
an initial loose density value was determined when a reasonable cone resistance was recorded. 
On the other hand, a density value of dense case was obtained by performing a basic compaction 
test on the sample using a metal rod. Table 4.2 summarizes the properties of the experiments. 
The test results are discussed in Chapter 5. 
Table 4.2. The summary of soil densities of the miniature CPT experiments. 
Soil Type 
Density (g/cm
3
) Maximum 
 and 
 minimum 
 void ratio 
Container A Container B 
(d = 25.3 mm) (d = 40.4 mm) 
Loose Dense Loose Dense 
Density  
RD  
(%) Density  
RD  
(%) Density  
RD  
(%) Density  
RD  
(%) 
emax emin 
Ottawa 
sand 
1.53 19 1.63 69 1.53 19 1.63 69 
0.74* 0.50* 
JSC-1A 1.68 37 1.78 72 1.68 37 1.78 72 0.81** 0.49** 
RD = Relative density 
 * = estimated from literature (Cho et al., 2006), ** = taken from Alshibli and Hasan (2009) 
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4.3. CPT Simulations 
This section explains the procedure that was followed in simulating the cone penetration 
into the granular assembly. PFC3D version 2 DEM software was used to model the CPT. Firstly, 
the procedure to generate the granular assembly and boundary conditions is described. Then, it is 
followed by the explanation of the compaction theory and the determination of contact model. 
Assigning material properties and initial conditions, reaching the state of equilibrium, and cone 
penetration mechanism are presented in the following sub-sections. 
4.3.1. Generation of Particles and Boundary Conditions 
The cylindrical container and granular simulation particles are generated as the first step 
of the simulation process. Lateral and vertical wall elements are used to represent the acrylic 
cylindrical container and the endplates used in the field test. Since only planar rectangular wall 
elements can be defined in PFC3D, 32 vertical wall elements are joined together like the walls of 
a cylindrical container. This geometry is generated through assigning a group of vertical wall 
elements at a constant distance from a specified center position. Wall elements are oriented 
perpendicular to the center to provide symmetry in the geometry. An extra overlapping distance 
at the intersection of wall elements is provided to eliminate particle flow between wall elements 
during the radial compression process. This theory was introduced by Hasan and Alshibli (2009) 
and a similar approach is used in this thesis. The cylinder sizes are chosen as 40 and 25 mm in 
diameters and 60 mm in height. These values are chosen based on the dimensions of cylindrical 
containers which are used in the miniature CPT experiments. 
Firstly, the cylinder with the bottom endplate is defined as the boundary element of the 
model. Particles are generated at a specific height as a group of clump elements in layers. 
Particle generation is depicted in Figure 4.7. After generating the clumps, each particle is 
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assigned a coordination number which is used to determine contact points. Then, they are rained 
into the cylinder with the help of gravity. The magnitude of gravity is chosen as 6 times higher 
than earth gravity and particle friction is either not specified or kept close to zero in order to 
achieve a uniform distribution of particles throughout the specimen. This concept allows 
obtaining a compacted assembly without applying any compaction or expanding the radii of all 
particles. Particles slide over each other without any resistance and settle into the void space. 
Enough cycling time is provided to fill the cylinder with particles and reach a stable condition.  
The top plate is then generated according to the specified specimen height. Particles 
which are located above the top plate are deleted. This configuration provides a group of 
particles that are populated inside the cylinder with the desired height after trimming excess  
 
Figure 4.7. The deposition of particles as a group of clumps in layers 
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particles. The density and void ratio of the DEM particle assembly is determined and compared 
with the target values. If density and void ratio parameters do not match with the desired ones, 
particle deposition process is repeated by assigning different particle friction and deposition 
height. It should be noted that the properties of the model elements might be different in 
deposition and cone penetration stages. This feature allows defining the particle and boundary 
properties with various values to achieve the desired void ratio and density values.  Material 
properties can be changed anytime during the simulation process after reaching the desired 
particle packing. The next step is assignment of contact model and application of initial 
conditions which is discussed next. 
4.3.2. Applying Initial Conditions and Performing Cone Penetration Simulations 
When the granular assembly is compacted at the desired density, material properties can 
be modified to setup the model for dynamic test. Slip and separation model is selected as the 
appropriate contact model because dry particles are tested in the laboratory. In order to mimic 
field conditions, gravity load is updated to 9.81 m/s
2
 and the contact stiffness and friction of the 
model elements are reassigned with new values.  The contact stiffness value of wall elements is 
chosen 10
2
 times higher than the clump particles to provide rigid boundary elements which 
represent the acrylic cylinder and aluminum endplates. These changes result in an increase in the 
contact forces and the balance in the system is lost. In order to establish stability in terms of 
forces, the model is subjected to cycling process. The perfect balance of forces in a DEM 
analysis can never be accomplished. Therefore, the equilibrium of the system is followed by 
observing the changes in the ratio of maximum/minimum unbalanced force to 
maximum/minimum contact force. The history of the mean unbalance force is plotted in Figure 
4.8 which shows that mean unbalance force sharply drops and converges to zero. On the other 
hand, unbalance force decreases to a certain level and becomes constant. The state of the  
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equilibrium in the model is satisfied if the unbalance force is small compared to the contact force 
between particles. Granular assembly is brought into this condition by applying 3000 calculation 
cycles (Figure 4.9). The ratio of forces in this model is generally found to be about 10
-3
. 
Therefore, the stability of the simulation is assumed as about 0.1% of the mean unbalanced force. 
Moreover, tracking the velocity and position of randomly selected particles also provides 
additional reference about the stability. Granular assembly is compacted into desired density and 
brought to equilibrium for dynamic simulation. Cone penetration is performed with the 
construction of cone structure above the specimen with a similar procedure as the one used in the 
container generation. Referring to Figure 4.10, 12 vertical wall elements are positioned normal to 
the center of the container to represent the cylindrical shape of the cone. The cone consists 
Figure 4.8. The history of mean unbalanced force after the application of initial conditions 
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of two main sections: the tip and a frictional sleeve behind the cone.  Firstly, 12 triangular wall 
elements are used to model the tip of the cone with an apex angle of 60º. One side of the 
triangular wall elements is attached to the corresponding vertical wall elements of the cylindrical 
part. Then, one corner of each triangular element is connected at the center of the circle at a 
certain distance below the bottom of the cylinder to produce the tip of the cone. The frictional 
sleeve is the cylindrical part of the cone and extends until the end of the cone. In order to 
simulate the constant movement of cone into the granular media, a constant vertical velocity 
element is assigned to all planar wall elements. The cone is pushed into the cylindrical specimen 
with a constant velocity through the cycling process which models the dynamic behavior in the 
system. Force acting on the tip of the cone and the frictional sleeve elements are recorded during 
PFC3D 2.00
Mehmet Cil
View Title: Specimen after trimming
Settings:  ModelPerspective
Step 19501  08:51:16 Wed Jun  8 2011
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Rotation
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Dist: 2.746e-001 Mag.:        1
Ang.:  22.500
Wall
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Figure 4.9. Granular assembly at the state of equilibrium. 
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the cone penetration. This DEM model is used to run the CPT simulations and perform 
alterations to calibrate the model according to laboratory test results. 
4.3.3. Calibration Process 
After generating the DEM simulation for cone penetration, the response of the model is 
observed. Initial model setup is modified until obtaining a reasonable model response. Then, the 
model parameter calibration process starts. Firstly, the shape of the clump particle is chosen 
based on performing simulations with various geometrical orientations. Different particle shape 
configurations are modeled to observe their responses. Clump particles that are used in 
comparison process are showed in Figure 4.11. Each particle is subjected to cone penetration 
under same conditions and particle properties. The results are depicted in Figure 4.12. Then, 
      
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4.10. (a) Cone generated with planar walls and, (b) the beginning of cone penetration. 
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three-piece clump particle (Clump 2) is chosen as the idealized model particle for the JSC-1A 
because its shape is similar to the angular shape of JSC-1A as described in Chapter 2. 
Two particles with 0.8 mm diameter are bonded to a 1 mm central particle to obtain a 
clump particle which acts as an autonomous object (i.e., it does not break apart due to any force 
acting on it). The overlapping distance between the centers of central and bonded particles is 
chosen as 0.9 mm. The contact mechanism is still valid for the surface of clump particles. Clump 
logic enables modeling irregular shapes of granular materials. All the clump particles have same 
size and shape. The material properties of the clump particles are decided based on the average 
properties of lunar regolith simulant that are calculated by Alshibli and Hasan (2009). The 
specific gravity of particle clump is chosen as 2.92. Two piece clump particle (Clump 1) is 
decided as the suitable configuration for Ottawa sand because of the natural sub-rounded to 
rounded shape of the sand. It is composed of two spherical elements which are 1 mm and 0.8 mm 
in diameter. The overlapping distance between particles is chosen as 0.7 mm to make the shape 
close to an ellipsoid. The specific gravity of silica sand is 2.65. 
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Figure 4.11. Clump configurations used in shape comparison process. 
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The last step of the simulation process is the calibration of model parameters based on the 
response of the system. The calibration is performed by applying changing friction and contact 
stiffness values of wall and clump elements. The effect of the penetration rate is also examined. 
Multiple simulations are run with performing parameter variations. The algorithm of the analysis 
is separated into three parts to observe the model response in each stage in lieu of running the 
whole simulation at the same time. The effects of the parameters such as normal and shear 
contact stiffness, friction coefficient, number of vertical elements in cylindrical geometry, and 
rate of penetration on the behavior of granular assembly is investigated with a series of runs. The 
results are discussed in details in Chapter 5. 
 
Figure 4.12. The response of DEM model to cone penetration for different shape configurations. 
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 CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
5.1. Introduction 
This Chapter presents the results of the experimental work as well as the DEM analysis. 
Firstly, the results of miniature CPT are explained in detail and the variation in cone penetration 
resistances are discussed while considering influential factors. Secondly, the simulation results 
are compared with laboratory tests and microscale changes in granular media are described in 
terms of displacement, velocity, and stress properties of individual particles. 
5.2. Miniature CPT Data Interpretation 
In order to better understand soil resistance to cone penetration, miniature CPT 
experiments were performed for two types of soils with distinctive densities using two size 
cylindrical containers. The containers are labeled as container A and container B whose 
diameters are 25.3 mm and 40.4 mm, respectively; and both of them have a height of 102 mm. 
The miniature CPT results demonstrate that each soil exhibited a characteristic response to the 
cone penetration under different conditions (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Ottawa Sand (OS) is a natural 
silica sand which is classified as a uniformly sized coarse grained soil. Because of its uniformity, 
it allows preparing identical homogenous specimens with same density values. Therefore, similar 
results are obtained in all repeated tests. For a loose condition, a linearly increasing cone 
penetration response is observed in both containers for Ottawa sand (Figure 5.1a). Soil resistance 
to penetration rise sharply after a certain depth in dense case which is observed more clearly in 
the test conducted in container A. The significant change in cone resistance between container A 
and B is attributed to the boundary effect which is discussed later in detail. 
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 (a) Ottawa sand in container A with loose condition                                       (c) Ottawa sand in container B with loose condition  
 
      
 (b) Ottawa sand in container A with dense condition                                    (d) Ottawa sand in container B with dense condition  
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Figure 5.1. Miniature CPT results of Ottawa sand with dense and loose soil conditions in containers A and B. 
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          (a) JSC-1A simulant in container A with loose condition                                 (c) JSC-1A simulant in container B with loose condition 
 
        
        (b) JSC-1A simulant in container A with dense condition                                (d) JSC-1A simulant in container B with dense condition  
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Figure 5.2. Miniature CPT results of JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant with dense and loose soil conditions in containers A and B. 
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On the other hand, the response of JSC-1A changes greatly from one condition to another 
(Figure 5.2c to d). The cone penetration curves of JSC-1A exhibit a variation in all conducted 
tests and also a hysteresis response is recorded in the tests performed in container B. This 
variation stems from the non-uniform density distribution of the sample. The load reaches a 
stable value after an initial increase in both density conditions in container B. Similar soil 
reaction confirms the elimination of boundary condition on cone resistance. Tests conducted on 
container A indicate that the resistance curve increases throughout the test, but it becomes 
horizontal for a while at a depth of about one third of the diameter of the container (Figure 5.1b 
and 5.2b). Since the same pattern is repeated in two soil types, it emphasizes the boundary effect 
because this unusual behavior is not encountered in large containers.  
When the boundary effect disappears, the cone penetration rises with an increasing 
gradient and reaches a constant load at the end of the test. JSC-1A produced more resistance with 
penetration compared to Ottawa sand in all cases. It is expected to have low resistance from fine 
grained soils. However, the unusual difference in cone penetration resistance results is mainly 
attributed to the density difference and morphology in soil samples. In addition, high degree of 
angularity of JSC-1A compared to sub-rounded to rounded Ottawa sand particles contribute to 
the difference in both soils. As seen in Table 3.2, the density values of JSC-1A are higher than 
Ottawa sand in both loose and dense cases. Consequently, miniature CPT results prove that the 
response of the soil to the cone penetration changes definitely according to the density values of 
the specimens. Moreover, JSC-1A test results present that non-uniform density distribution 
within the sample result in fluctuations in the resistance curve as experienced in the field tests. 
Finally, the most significant factor in miniature CPT analysis is identified as boundary condition 
effect which is discussed in the following subsection. 
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5.2.1. Boundary Conditions Effect 
The effect of the container boundaries on cone penetration was investigated by many 
researchers generally thanks to calibration chamber tests (e.g., Bellotti et al. 1982; Sisson 1990; 
Schnaid and Houlsby 1991; Salgado et al. 1998). It allows controlling the density of sample, 
consolidation stress, and boundary conditions. Therefore, it is used to better understand the 
relationship between cone penetration resistance, the stress, and density properties of specimen.  
Cone penetration can be performed at various density values under desired stress conditions in 
the calibration chamber. Consequently, the acquired large data sets provide a basis to predict the 
response of sample in the field. Many researchers proposed that account for boundary conditions 
between the calibration chamber experiment and field test results (e.g., Parkin and Lunne 1982; 
Jamiolkowski et al. 1985; Mayne and Kulhawy 1992). Four different boundary conditions that 
are commonly used in calibration chamber are showed in Figure 5.3 where BC1 is the most 
commonly preferred boundary condition. BC2 and BC3 are not considered as an appropriate 
approach because they represent the field conditions insufficiently and can not be applicable to 
flexible chamber walls. The influences of boundary conditions on miniature CPT are discussed 
in the light of calibration chamber studies. 
Due to the limited sample quantity and cost limitations, cylindrical containers are used as 
a specimen holder in this analysis. Therefore, radial and bottom boundaries are considered as 
rigid and top surface is open to the atmospheric pressure. Rigid lateral boundaries of cylindrical 
container results in high penetration resistance compared to the field values (Salgada et al., 
1998). Since the two types of soils (coarse grained Ottawa sand and fine grained JSC-1A lunar 
regolith simulant) with various relative density conditions are tested in different sizes of 
containers, the effect of boundary on cone penetration resistance can be discussed in terms of the 
ratio of the cone diameter to cylindrical container diameter, density of sample, and soil type. 
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Figure 5.3. Boundary conditions used in calibration chamber tests (Salgado et al., 1998). 
 
5.2.2. Effects of Container Size and Density 
Cylindrical containers with 25.3 mm and 40.4 mm diameters are used in miniature CPT 
experiments in order to optimize practical and economical considerations. Moreover, DEM 
simulations require a small number of particles due to computational limitations. However, test 
results are significantly influenced by the proximity of the container boundaries. According to 
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experimental data provided by previous calibration chamber studies, especially dense and even 
loose soils are affected by the size and boundary conditions (Schnaid and Houlsby, 1991). A 
similar soil response is observed in the miniature CPT results. Dense soil condition lead to higher 
cone penetration resistance compared to loose condition in both JSC-1A and Ottawa sand as 
observed in the Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Due to the high compaction of particles, dense case is 
expected to be more resistant to cone penetration theoretically. This behavior is examined in all 
tests conducted on dense sand specimens. However, dense soil condition leads to a distinctive 
penetration response. Referring to Figure 5.1b and 5.2b, cone penetration of both dense soils 
increase linearly up to a certain depth, then, a sharp rise is observed in the results conducted in 
container A. An unusual cone penetration resistance increase clearly demonstrates the influence 
of rigid boundary condition. Therefore, high confinement and particle interlocking in container 
results in an increase and the unusual pattern in cone penetration. Since the responses of the two 
soils are similar to each other, the effect of boundary closeness in cone penetration is 
independent of soil type. Based on all tests conducted in this study, it can be concluded that soils 
are tested with the same density in two different containers, but the resistance of specimen 
decreases in larger container size for both types of soils. Ahmadi (2004) mentioned that 
boundary effect on penetration resistance decreases with increasing container to cone diameter 
ratio. Consequently, the miniature CPT results of this study also validate the accuracy of Ahmadi 
(2004) observations. 
5.3. CPT Simulation Analysis 
CPT simulation of Ottawa sand and JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant are performed 
according to the procedure described in Chapter 4. DEM model parameters are calibrated based 
on the laboratory miniature CPT experiments. The parameters used in the model are listed in 
Table 5.1. The combined experimental data and DEM results are depicted in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 
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Since the resistance to penetration is recorded by a load cell, tip and sleeve friction are not 
differentiated during the miniature CPT experiments. Therefore, the resistance of the cone is 
defined as the summation of forces acting on the tip and on the sleeve of the cone in the results. 
The analysis of the miniature CPT is performed by plotting the penetration resistance versus 
depth of penetration. Many researchers consider only the tip resistance in data interpretation due 
to negligibly small sleeve friction value. However, sleeve friction might influence the results 
especially in dense condition. Therefore, the cone friction is also taken into account to match 
resistance measured in DEM analysis to experiment data. 
 
Table 5.1 Parameters used in the CPT simulation tests 
Simulation Parameters 
JSC-1A lunar  
regolith simulant 
Ottawa sand 
Loose case Dense case Loose case Dense case 
Number of 
 particles 
Container A 2143 2281 3976 4369 
Container B 4286 4607 5677 6189 
Particle type 3 piece Clump 2 piece Clump 
Radius of  large particle (mm) 10 10 10 10 
Radius of small particle (mm) 8 8 9 9 
Density of particles (g/cm
3
) 1.68 1.78 1.53 1.66 
Void ratio 0.73 0.62 0.74 0.58 
Friction coefficient between particles 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 
Friction coefficient between particles 
and wall x10
-4 
1 1 1 1 
Particle contact normal stiffness (N/m) 
x10
4 
2 2 3 3 
Particle contact shear stiffness (N/m) 
x10
4 
2 2 3 3 
Wall contact stiffness (N/m) x10
8 1 1 1 1 
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            (a) Ottawa sand in container A with loose condition                                      (c) Ottawa sand in container B with loose condition 
 
       
         (b) Ottawa sand in container A with dense condition                                            (d) Ottawa sand in container B with dense condition  
 
Figure 5.4. Comparison of experimental and numerical data of Ottawa sand with dense and loose soil conditions in containers A and 
B. 
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           (a) JSC-1A simulant in container A with loose condition                                 (c) JSC-1A simulant in container B with loose condition  
 
        
          (b) JSC-1A simulant in container A with dense condition                                  (d) JSC-1A simulant in container B with dense condition 
Figure 5.5. Comparison of experimental and numerical data of JSC-1A simulant with dense and loose soil conditions in containers A 
and B. 
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Simulation results can be discussed in many aspects such as cone penetration resistance, 
deformation mechanism during penetration, particle displacement, change in particle velocity, 
and variation on the individual particle stress components. 
5.3.1. Cone Penetration Resistance 
The cone resistance is recorded continuously throughout the test in PFC3D simulations. 
Vertical force acting on the tip and frictional force acting on the sleeve wall elements are 
computed by the algorithm of the program automatically. Referring to Figures 5.4 and 5.5, all 
DEM simulations have an oscillatory behavior which is similar to the in situ test results. This 
pattern is mainly attributed to a large particle diameter to cone diameter ratio (i.e., limited 
contact with cone tip; Jiang et al. 2006). 
In spite of the oscillatory response, simulation results have a good agreement with 
experimental data. It should be noted that during the penetration process, particles below the 
cone undergoes several loading and unloading cycles. Particle velocity and position are updated 
in each calculation cycle. Therefore, particles which are in contact with the cone may lose their 
contact point. Furthermore, only limited number of particles can be in contact with the tip of the 
cone due to large particle size compared to cone. Since force is calculated based on the number 
of total touching particle, spontaneous drops and rises are seen in the interpretation of simulation 
results. This issue can be solved by increasing the number of particles. However, limited 
computing capacity prevents the application of this solution. This is a major and common 
problem in 3D DEM models. Some researchers utilize 2D simulations or small samples in 
simulations to overcome computational limitations. DEM simulations of Ottawa sand have a 
good resemblance to the experimental data (Figure 5.4). Since the penetrometer may lose contact 
points easily in loose condition, oscillatory response is observed especially for specimens with 
high void ratio. Only non-matching behavior is detected at high penetration of dense soil in 
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container A (Figure 5.4b) where the soil began to be influenced by rigid boundaries as mentioned 
earlier. DEM model is not capable to mimic the affect of boundary due to particle limitations and 
excessive movement of particles. The DEM and experimental results of JSC-1A are also in 
agreement as seen in Figure 5.5. The DEM responses exhibits more oscillation compared to 
Ottawa sand which originated from the particle orientation in the clump and particle size. The 
irregular shape of JSC-1A particles (see Figure 4.11) results in difficulty in forming contact 
points with the cone. Therefore, the resistance alters frequently throughout the test. Fluctuation 
of penetration curve is more effective especially in loose conditions and large containers (Figures 
5.4c and 5.5c). In conclusion, the generated DEM simulations successfully captured the behavior 
of two soils under various density conditions.  
5.3.2. Deformation Pattern and Displacement Path 
Since CPT is performed by pushing a metal rod into the ground at a constant penetration 
rate, the relationship between the cone and soil particles is not well known. In order to better 
understand the penetration mechanism, many researchers use various methods such as calibration 
chamber, theoretical and numerical techniques including bearing capacity approach and finite 
element method (e.g., Durgunoglu and Mitchell 1975; Yu 2000; Baligh 1985; Abu-Farsakh 
1998; Houlsby 1988). Nonetheless, none of the approaches provide a comprehensive explanation 
about the CPT mechanism due to limitations in the used methods (Jiang et al., 2006). The 
development DEM allows following the response of granular media at the macro and micro scale 
during dynamic processes. Soil deformation during CPT performance can be understood with the 
help of the developed simulation. An axial plane which passes through the center of cone is 
chosen to track particles movements during the penetration process (Figures 5.6 through 5.13).  
The cone penetration leads to changes in soil fabric by causing a continuous deformation. 
The effect of penetrometer is firstly experienced by the particles which are located around the 
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cone tip. Then, the propagation of the cone displaces the particles around it and generates a 
cylindrical path. However, particles which are positioned far below the tip of the cone are not 
influenced by the penetration up to a certain depth which can be called as the initiation of deep 
penetration. During the progression of the cone, particles close to the tip move downward. Then, 
they start to move laterally and upward as described in cavity expansion theory. Because of the 
limitation in particle number, the deformation of granular media around the penetrometer and 
contact forces can not be identified clearly from the deformation pattern. In spite of this 
drawback, DEM simulation allows monitoring the microscale response of soil particles and 
correlate particle interactions to macro behavior. Consequently, particles encounter complex 
deformation pattern during the cone penetration. They move downward, upward, or laterally 
depending on their relative position with respect to the cone and the depth of penetration. 
Secondly, displacements are examined in the axial plane which lies in the x-z direction at 
the center of the model. Starting from the initial position, the displacement of particles due to the 
penetration of cone are showed with a motion-vector plot in Figures 5.6 through 5.13. The 
movements of particles are measured at four penetration depths which correspond to 0 mm, 12 
mm, 24 mm and 36 mm, respectively. It is assumed that deformations occur axisymmetrically 
during the cone penetration process. This method allows observing the motion of collection of 
particles which are not only in contact with the penetrometer but also located away from the 
cone. Movements of the clump particles are recorded continuously. In order to capture 
characteristic response of the granular assembly, cumulative and incremental changes in the 
position of particles are observed through a visualization process.  
The displacement of individual clump particle is represented with an arrow whose length 
is directly proportional to the magnitude of particle motion. Moreover, orientation of the arrow 
demonstrates the actual path of the particle motion. Displacement plots of JSC-1A (Figures 5.6  
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                                   (a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 5.6. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant at the depth of 0 mm (for 
central xz-plane only). 
      
                                   (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 5.7. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant at the depth of 12 mm (for 
central xz-plane only).  
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                                       (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 5.8. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant at the depth of 24 mm (for 
central xz-plane only) 
       
                                     (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 5.9. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant at the depth of 36 mm (for 
central xz-plane only). 
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                                     (a)                                                                     (b) 
 
Figure 5.10. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in Ottawa sand at the depth of 0 mm (for central xz-plane 
only). 
      
(a)                                                                     (b) 
 
Figure 5.11. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement-vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in Ottawa sand at the depth of 12 mm (for central xz-plane 
only). 
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Figure 5.12. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in Ottawa sand at the depth of 24 mm (for central xz-plane 
only). 
       
(a)                                                                  (b) 
 
Figure 5.13. (a) Deformation pattern; and (b) corresponding displacement vector plot of particles 
during cone penetration in Ottawa sand at the depth of 36 mm (for central xz-plane 
only). 
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through 5.9) indicate that higher movement is observed in the upper part of the specimen and 
displacement of surface elements increase with the advancement of cone into the specimen. This 
behavior can be attributed to the low density of top portion of cylindrical granular media. 
Directions of arrows show that particles which are in contact with the sleeve of the cone move 
horizontally and upward. 
Progression of penetrometer pushes particles to the sides to generate a cylindrical path 
within the specimen. This theory is described as cavity expansion which was investigated by 
many researchers (e.g.,Vesic 1972; Yu 1991,2000; Salgado 1997). Moreover, note that since the 
bottom portion of the specimen is composed of a dense soil fabric, only particles near to 
penetrometer are affected from deformation with increasing depth. 
On the other hand, the tip of the cone accelerated the particles downward initially. Then, 
they began to move laterally and upward sequentially based on to the relative position of the 
cone tip. Soil reaches a high density values with increasing penetration depth due to rigid 
boundary confiment. Therefore, displacements at the penetration depth of 36 mm shows that 
particles around the cone and also just behind the cone move downward as a group of particles. 
Displacement arrows look like a bubble below the bottom part of the cone. In other words, the 
displacement behavior of the mass of particles can be described as the bottomward movement of 
a huge particle body like a drop at deep penetration where the soil becomes very dense. Ottawa 
sand shows completely different displacement pattern against cone penetration (Figures 5.10 to 
5.13). Particles from penetrometer to the rigid boundary of container move laterally during the 
cone penetration due to the low density of Ottawa sand. Then, deformation increase results in 
also the upward movement of particles. It can be noticed from the displacement plots that motion 
of sand particles are not symmetrical on both sides of the penetrometer due to non-uniform 
density distribution of specimen. Particles move to the low density zones to provide space for 
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cone penetration. Therefore, long displacement arrows represent the direction of loose sections. 
The DEM displacement pattern interpretation enables a thorough understanding of the cone-
particle interaction and particle response. 
DEM simulation permits examining microscale interactions of individual soil particles at any 
time during the simulation process. Deformation patterns and displacement of particles which are 
positioned in the central axial plane of the cylindrical specimen is monitored using the powerful 
capabilities of DEM. However, all analyses are based on a numerical approach. Therefore, in 
order to verify the accuracy of the DEM model, deformations of the granular media under 
miniature CPT is investigated thanks to x-ray synchrotron microtomography (SMT) technique. 
An axial slice which passes through at the center of the penetrometer is selected to monitor the 
deformation of particles. Moreover, evaluation of individual particle movement is performed by 
tracking 18 reference particles which are distributed at certain locations throughout the specimen 
height as seen in Figure 5.14. The progression of penetrometer results in a cylindrical expansion 
within the specimen (Figure 5.14). Contact forces can not be determined from the SMT images, 
but excessive particle density around the cone indicates the presence of high force transition 
between the cone tip and particles. A similar deformation behavior is observed in the DEM 
simulation results. In addition, the movement of reference particles shows that, particles near to 
penetrometer move downward up to a certain depth under the influence of cone penetration. 
Then, particles start to move laterally and upward due to the rigid boundary to provide space for 
cone advancement. The cone displaces the particles especially those close to the tip. Particles 
located far away from the cone do not exhibit significant displacements. The whole particle mass 
starts to move up when penetration depth reaches near the bottom part of the specimen as seen in 
the displacement vector plot of DEM model (Figure 5.10 through 5.13). Consequently, DEM  
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               (a)                          (b)                          (c)                            (d)                          (e) 
 
 
                     (f)                         (g)                         (h)                           (i)            
Figure 5.14. SMT images of miniature CPT at depths of (a) 0 mm; (b) 2 mm; (c) 4 mm; (d) 6 
mm; (e) 8 mm; (f) 10 mm; (g) 12 mm; (h) 17 mm; (i) 22 mm (Haque, 2011). 
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results are in very good agreement with the observed behavior of granular assembly from the 
SMT images. 
In order to examine granular material and penetrometer interaction more thoroughly, 
forces that develop between particle-to-particle and particle-to-penetrometer contacts are 
depicted in Figure 5.15 through 5.18. The axial planes are taken from cone penetration DEM 
simulations of dense soils in container B. A symmetrical plane that passes through the middle of 
the cone is chosen as a reference plane. The distribution of contact force is displayed with 
colored lines. Red color represents tension whereas black color represents compression. Lines 
are oriented according to the direction of contact forces and the thicknesses of the lines are 
directly proportional to the magnitude of contact forces. Referring to Figures 5.15 through 5.18, 
the highest contact forces are generated near the tip of the cone. The intensity of contact forces 
decreases while moving away from the penetrometer. Contact force magnitude increases with 
increasing penetration depth. Ottawa sand and JSC-1A have a similar contact force pattern 
during penetration. Therefore, the distribution of contact forces proves that highest force 
transition occurs at the tip region of the cone.  
5.3.3. Velocity and Stress Variation 
Granular media exhibit large deformations during the application of cone penetration. 
This process leads to a significant variation in the velocity and stress components of soil 
particles. Velocity and stress tracing of individual soil particles is carried out by choosing 13 
reference particles which are located on the symmetry axis of the model in the y-direction. The 
positions and assigned identification numbers (ID) of the clump elements are shown in Figure 
5.19. Velocity of reference clump particles are analyzed in the three axes directions and the 
changes in velocity components are plotted in Figures 5.20 and 5.21. This method allows 
observing the influence of penetration on particles that are not only near to penetrometer but also  
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(a) (b) 
 
Figure 5.15. Contact force distribution within the assembly during cone penetration at the depth 
of (a) 0 mm and (b) 12 mm in JSC-1A. 
 
 
      
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 5.16. Contact force distribution within the assembly during cone penetration at the depth 
of (a) 24 mm and (b) 36 mm in JSC-1A. 
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Figure 5.17. Contact force distribution within the assembly during cone penetration at the depth 
of (a) 0 mm and (b) 12 mm in Ottawa sand. 
 
      
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 5.18. Contact force distribution within the assembly during cone penetration at the depth 
of (a) 24 mm and (b) 36 mm in Ottawa sand. 
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  (a) (b) 
Figure 5.19. Positions and ID numbers of reference clump particles that are used in velocity and stress field analysis in (a) Ottawa 
sand and (b) JSC-1A. 
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far away from it. The unit of the time parameter in the velocity term is given in terms of the time 
dimension of the DEM software. This time dimension is specified by the program and all 
calculations are computed based on this time factor. For example, 40 mm penetration occurs in 
0.12 unit time dimension. Velocity variation graphs show that penetration causes an increase in 
the velocity components especially at the tip region of the cone. Maximum velocity changes are 
generally observed around the tip zone and at the tip-sleeve transition zone.   
Velocity variation graphs of two soils show that particles positioned in the penetration 
path (Clumps # 2, 5, 8, 11) are the most affected particles within the specimen. Particles near the 
tip of the cone generally have the maximum velocity. Therefore, it demonstrates that velocity 
change depends on the proximity to the cone. Particle velocity starts to fluctuate when the tip of 
the cone reaches its depth. The effect of penetration on the particle velocity continues for a while 
and then, reaches a stable condition with small velocities. Moreover the magnitude and direction 
of velocity components alter significantly which means that the direction of particle movement 
changes to up or down as discussed in the previous section. 
Since penetration occurs vertically, velocity components in the x and y directions have 
small velocity values compared to the z direction. This result confirms the expected response for 
a granular assembly. Velocity variation in the z-direction provides detailed information about the 
cone-particle interaction. Note that the magnitude of z-velocity component increases with 
penetration depth. Moreover, direction changes show that particles generally move down first 
(negative velocity) and then start to move up (positive velocity). In summary, velocity variation 
proves the influence zone of the cone during penetration. Tracking the changes in velocity 
components helps understanding particle movement. Particles’ velocities increase with 
increasing penetration depth and maximum velocity is identified around the tip of the cone.  
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(a) Variation of x-velocity 
 
(b) Variation of y-velocity 
 
(c) Variation of z-velocity 
 
Figure 5.20. Variation of velocity components of Ottawa sand with depth. 
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(a) Variation of x-velocity 
 
(b) Variation of y-velocity
 
(c)  Variation of z-velocity 
 
Figure 5.21. Variation of velocity components of JSC-1A with depth. 
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The cone penetration produces a complex deformation mechanism in granular materials. 
The effects of this dynamic process can be observed by following the variations in the stress 
components of soil particles. The magnitude and orientation of stresses changes considerably as 
a result of continuous loading. Soil particles encounter various failure mechanisms throughout 
the penetration process. DEM model allows determining the stress tensor of each particle in any 
time of the simulation. By taking advantage of DEM, stress variation is investigated through 
observing the changes in 13 reference clump particles which are identified in Figure 5.19. The 
variation of principal stress components are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 which show that 
penetration induces major changes in the stress components of particles.  
Directions and magnitudes of stress components of particles near the penetrometer 
encounter the highest impact from deformation. The change in the stress value increases with 
increasing penetration depth. According to Figures 5.22 and 5.23, particles are subjected to 
several loading and unloading cycles throughout the progression of the cone. The magnitude of 
stress variation depends on particle position relative to the penetrometer. Stress components of 
clumps 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12 which are far from the penetrometer do not exhibit any variation 
during the penetration. It means that the influence of cone decreases in regions far away from the 
cone. Stress variation curves of the 13 clump particles show that the maximum stress is observed 
in particles that are near the cone. Referring to Figures 5.22 and 5.23, the stress components of 
clumps 2, 5, 8, 11 began to change significantly when penetration depth is near their vertical 
position. It should be noted that the initial stress values of clump particles reach a peak value 
under the effect of penetration and then sharply decreases to small values. This cycle continues 
for a while until losing the compression effect. However, the final stress tensor components of 
particles are always higher than their initial stress values. 
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(a) Variation of stress in x-direction 
 
(b) Variation of stress in y-direction 
 
(c) Variation of stress in z-direction 
 
Figure 5.22. Variation of principal stress components of Ottawa sand with depth. 
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(a) Variation of stress in x-direction 
 
(b) Variation of stress in y-direction 
 
(c) Variation of stress in z-direction 
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Figure 5.23. Variation of principal stress components of JSC-1A with depth. 
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In summary, penetration brings a major change in the stress components of individual 
granulate particles. Maximum stress variation is observed on particles that are near to the cone. 
Observing stress changes at the particle scale helps understanding the penetration mechanism 
and identifying the area of influence of the cone. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEDATIONS 
6.1. Conclusions 
The thesis investigates the response of JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant and Ottawa sand 
to cone penetration. In order to interpret not only macro-scale response but also particle scale 
changes, experimental work was conducted and augmented with DEM simulations. Moreover, 
SMT visualization technique provided valuable supplementary measurements.  Based on the 
experimental work and DEM simulations the following conclusions are drawn: 
 Miniature CPT experiments demonstrated that each soil exhibited a characteristic response to 
the cone penetration under different conditions. Various parameters such as soil density, 
boundary conditions, homogeneity, grain size, and particle morphology characterize the 
response of soil against cone penetration. A 6% to 8% increase in the density value of loose 
soil condition caused the cone penetration resistance to rise 2 to 3 times in coarse-grained 
Ottawa sand and 5 to 6 times in the fine grained JSC-1A. The boundary conditions, particle 
size, and shape also contributed to the difference in cone resistance of the two soils. 
 Boundary conditions considerably influence the measured cone penetration value. The effect 
is evident in dense and even loose soil conditions The impact of boundary condition was 
determined by various factors such as specimen density, cone diameter to cylinder diameter, 
particle size and shape, and the type of boundary condition. Due to the boundary effects, the 
cone penetration resistance in Ottawa sand exhibits a sharp increase at the depth of about 5 
times the container radius in container A. However, this unusual behavior is valid, but not 
seen explicitly observed in JSC-1A experiment which is attributed to the relative density of 
the specimen.  Rigid boundary conditions do not represent the field conditions sufficiently 
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and may lead to high cone penetration resistance. Finally, boundary effects on penetration 
resistance decreases with increasing container to cone diameter ratio. The proximity of 
boundary in container A which corresponds to 40% decrease in diameter compared to 
container B results in 2 to 3 times increase in the penetration resistance at the same density 
value. 
 DEM is a powerful technique to simulate the interaction of individual particles in a granular 
assembly. It allows investigating the micro-mechanical changes such as contact force, 
displacement, velocity or stress components of specific elements under a dynamic process at 
any time during the simulation process. Particle-scale visualization showed that the 
maximum contact force at a depth of 36 mm penetration is about 3.2 N for JSC-1A and 0.6 N 
for Ottawa sand.  
 Interpretation of microscale changes in granular media permits a better understanding of the 
particle level interactions, deformation pattern of the system and displacement of particles.  
The maximum cumulative displacement in individual soil particles is found to be 2.7 x 10
-3
 
m for JSC-1A and 2.9 x 10
-3
 m for Ottawa sand at 36 mm penetration depth. Therefore, 
according to displacement plots and individual particle motion, it can be concluded that the 
amount of the movement of particles is independent of particle size and shape. 
 The advancement of cone penetration results in a significant variation in velocity and 
displacement fields of a particulate assembly. Particles near to penetrometer experienced 
excessive deformation and undergone several loading/unloading cycles. The velocity 
components of JSC-1A and Ottawa sand particles fluctuated between 0.3 m/time and -0.3 
m/time throughout the penetration. Furthermore, particle stress values have a variation in the 
range of 10 to 40 kPa in the x and y directions. On the other hand, the stress components in 
the z direction increased up to 300 to 400 kPa especially for the particles located in the cone 
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path. The magnitude of stress components increases with depth. Some particles exhibit an 
odd peak stress values during the simulation process which may stem from the short-lasting 
interaction of particle and cone during penetration. 
 DEM model results have a strong quantitative agreement with the laboratory experiments 
except the fluctuations in simulation data. High number of particles that are in contact with 
the cone is required in order to eliminate oscillatory behavior of simulation resistance. 
However, this approach is limited by the computational power and processing time.  
6.2. Recommendations 
The combination of experimental work and DEM simulation provides an excellent 
opportunity to identify the factors that effect the response of soil to cone penetration. This study 
makes a crucial contribution to DEM modeling of the CPT. According to the results of the thesis, 
the followings are recommended: 
 Performing simulations in larger container size and higher number of particles 
 Eliminating the rigid boundary effect with flexible walls and applying constant 
lateral pressure at the boundary.  
 Using the calibration chamber test results as a reference for the DEM simulations. 
 Investigating the homogeneity and symmetry of the specimen by examining the 
alterations in porosity and contact forces. 
 Conducting CPT experiments and DEM simulations with various confining and 
vertical pressures. 
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